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1. Introduction
Professionals of all domains of expertise expect to take part in the benefits of the machine
learning (ML) revolution, but realisation is often slowed down by lack of familiarity
with ML concepts and tools, as well as low availability of annotated data for supervised
methods. Inspired by the problem of assessing the impact of human-generated activity on
marine ecosystems through passive acoustic monitoring [1], we are developing Seadash,
an interactive tool for event detection and classification in multivariate time series.
2. Concept and Implementation
Seadash is a Python-based application currently implemented with Dash [2]. Its core
concept is to offer the user graphical tools—visualisations and input controls—for rapid,
iterative design of interpretable [3] data transformations (features) that can be used by
downstream tasks (e.g., manual annotation, automatic event detection). In the envisioned
workflow, a spectrogram is computed once the user loads an audio file. This leastprocessed (i.e., most faithful to raw) data visualisation is a central UI element, and as
such is constantly displayed. Next, the user creates one or more entities (e.g., dolphins)—
the actors within the phenomenon captured by the data responsible for generating each
of the event types. Dedicated input controls are then used to design features that capture
events (e.g., dolphin calls) associated with that entity. These controls generate features
by applying signal processing (e.g., frequency band selection, Gaussian smoothing) and
unsupervised ML (e.g., PCA, embedding in deep autoencoder networks) operations to
the spectrogram. The signal processing and ML elements are implemented with SciPy,
scikit-learn, and TensorFlow. Features are computed across frequencies, and the temporal dimension is kept unchanged; hence, features can be displayed in alignment with the
spectrogram, and their juxtaposition facilitates quick visual curation. When an informative feature is identified, data can be efficiently annotated by setting a threshold on that
feature’s activation level so as to bring out event occurrences. Such procedure constitutes
a graphical implementation of data programming [4], a data annotation paradigm that
promises higher efficiency compared to classical methods based on manually marking
individual event occurrences (e.g., [5,6]). Once data has been annotated, even if partially,
supervised ML operations become available as an option for feature design (figure 1).

Figure 1. In Seadash, the domain expert-user builds interpretable features from which sound events produced
by identifiable entities can be recovered. The data thus embedded can be used in downstream tasks such as
annotation through graphical data programming.

3. Conclusion and Future Work
In this poster paper, we present Seadash, an interactive tool for data annotation through
interactive, iterative, and graphical design of interpretable features. Building on the concept of data programming [4] and extending it to the graphical domain, Seadash already
allows domain experts to efficiently annotate audio datasets. While the tool is inspired by
marine acoustic monitoring in the context of ocean research, it will find applications in
event detection and classification more generally, both in acoustic (e.g., speaker identity
in recorded dialogues) and non-acoustic recordings (e.g., multisensor human-computer
interfaces [5,7]). We are working on imbuing it with AI capabilities to 1) improve efficiency of feature design by making use of classification results and 2) output an edge
ready inference model for automatic event detection and classification. As a future step,
we will systematically study domain experts’ experiences and usage.
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